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List Services

Leverage the power of accurate, verified B2B list to generate business leads and 

increase sales. B2Bdatapartners offers extensive data of 40 million B2B contacts, 

comprising of key business information and contact information. 

Whether you're a reseller, list acquisition manager or direct marketer, B2Bdatapartners 

has precise email list that match with your business needs. 

B2Bdatapartners business mailing lists provide comprehensive information of prospects from 

different industries, location and businesses. We help you to locate potential prospects by 

providing accurate list for prospecting.  

High quality and reliable data licensing data enables your business to harness more opportunity 

in your business, reselling opportunity, and expand your current market. Our licensed business-

to-business provides you with more options to reach more targets including key titles in different 

industries, markets and deep pockets inside your customer base. 

Accurate List

Transforming Data

Roadmap to Reach, Profitability and ROI 
You call the shots - Reach, 
Value and ROI from Licensed data 

Verified data for impactful campaigns
Exceptional List Quality for Guaranteed Success  
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Companies license our robust business-to-business data for different purpose or to meet 

specific objective. This verified data are of high quality and will perform for multi-channel 

marketing, even in demanding markets. 

Value for Money B2B Data 

Data Breakthrough   
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It gives you credibility, options and provide guarantee to fit for any business use.

Value from Licensing    
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Gain traction with wide audience by selecting the right list from our 40 million business-to-

business contacts. Our list includes top-decision makers, middle level titles, Director and other 

management titles.

We have extensive data of US businesses, and all our contacts are opt-in. 

Popular fields 

More Reach, Gain   
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B2B Email List 

B2B Mailing List

Top Decision Makers List

Industry Wise List

Custom list as per your criteria

Licensed Data Available   
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Run targeted marketing campaigns 

Generate quality leads from email campaigns 

Maximize ROI from marketing

Verified data for multi-channel marketing

B2Bdatapartners gives you instant access to: 
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B2Bdatapartners

B2Bdatapartners is a Growth Enablement Partner for 

Clients across 83 countries helping extend reach to 

over 36 million top global executives across the 

world. 

B2Bdatapartners has transformed the way 

businesses work with cutting-edge data management 

technology, exhaustive data reach and digital 

marketing solutions. We pride ourselves on offering 

customized solutions based on the clients' 

requirements and business scope.

Core Capabilities

Data Solutions

Data Management

B2B API

Resellers Partnership Program

Contact Us

Phone: 800-382-4081
Email: info@b2bdatapartners.com

B2Bdatapartners
14241 Firestone Blvd, Suite 400,
La Mirada, CA 90638
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Benefits to you: 

With our mailing list you can:

1) Target new markets, reach new prospects and reach key decision makers.
2) Send offer to contacts interested in your products or services
3) Reach hard-to-find prospects from B2B segments such as, Information

 Technology, Manufacturing, Healthcare, Financial services etc. 
4) Reach professionals for recruitment
6) Promote tradeshow, conferences, and events
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